Dear Science and Religious Climate Leaders.

2017/1/19,20

Now many people deceived by the media has been worrying coming Trump presidency.
Businessman Trump's presidency may be it is up to us(Paul Craig Roberts).
So far in authors survey,the businessman character may be summarized as(Ⅰ)(Ⅱ).
It could become comprehensible by asking who had made America worst !!.This is too
serious essential problem not only for American,but also for people in the world.

(Ⅰ)He is not ruled by the Established Regime＝
(military-industry-media-CIA complex the cursed reincarnated NAZIS=the globalists).
⑴He is independent rich not to seek getting money from the Establishment.
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2016/11/14/trump-im-reopening-911-investigation/
☞:This is the most notable chance & risk of their presidency against NAZI power.
⑵beginning must be establishing global peace for coming big good business.
Thanks to the fake 9/11 terror ,the world had become chaos with frequent violence.
Now NAZI has been plotting operation EndGame=WWⅢ to conceal Climate Catastrophe
caused by the Oil Emperor.Because his fatal failure is hiding climate collapse toward global
catastrophe(none will tell,..).Now both Trump & Putin merely and entirely have been
endeavoring to intercept WWⅢ. Above all,establishing global peace is highest priority
desire of us all,without which,we could not start building anything big good !!
⑶So long as WWⅢ risk,also Russia will not cease oil business dependency to save huge
military budget !.Both Trump and Putin may have known about imminent methane
catastrophe risk in East Siberian Arctic Shelf !!.
⑷The Schematic Summary.
http://www.777true.net/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Accompli
shing-Global-Stability.pdf

(Ⅱ)He sells what people want !(the populism).
⑴Thereby,it is up to us(Paul Craig Roberts).
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2016/11/23/it-is-up-to-us-paul-craig-roberts/
Trump the businessman presidency would do anything what people really want,
thereby,it is up to us at all !!.
⑵The Populist Politicians are hated by NAZI. Why ?,they are not tail wagging !!.
Muamar Muhamad Abu-minyar el Gadafi; Hugo Rafael Chávez Frías; Alberto Fujimori;
Dilma Vana Rousseff;

Rodrigo Roa Duterte; Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela,

Bashar Hafetz al-Assad; Jose Alberto Mujica Cordano; Vladimir Putin;

⑶Trump Paradox.
http://www.prisonplanet.com/heres-why-trump-picked-reince-priebus-as-chief-of-staff.html
By selecting Reince Priebus as his Chief of Staff, President-elect Donald Trump is using an
age-old strategy to keep former enemies close so they don’t rebel.
*Frequently,he makes intentional own errors(upside down) in order to indicate for
correcting opposer opinion.
example⒜:Mr John Lewis the prominent civil right activist who rejected to join coming
inauguration ceremony.

Trump rips 'all talk,' 'no action' civil rights icon Lewis

http://edition.cnn.com/2017/01/14/politics/john-lewis-donald-trump/
example⒝:He is,in fact, not climate denier,but had known it well than anyone.
On the other hand,he told outrageous plan to build boarder walls.
*Despite his public stance as a politician, there is evidence that Trump the billionaire

businessman was already hedging his bets. Earlier this year, the Trump International Golf
Links and Hotel in Ireland cited the threat of sea-level rise in a permit application to build a
nearly two-mile-long stone wall between it and the Atlantic Ocean.
http://www.newsday.com/news/nation/trump-sees-some-human-role-in-climate-change-1.12652686

*Trump hands out supplies to flood victims(Hurricane Alex,august/8).

http://www.infowars.com/video-trump-hands-out-supplies-to-flood-victims/

Obama presidency once urged(APPENDIX-1)

overwhelming judgement of (climate) science !!.
However the scientists still will not declare the deadly climate facts toward
global revolution !!.Not only Trump presidency,but also science society are
wrong !!.So long as science society would be wrong,also the presidency would
be wrong. Thereby it is up to us at all !!.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-not-politician_but-doctor_scientists_only-who-can-declare-patie
nt_climate-worsened_to-urgently-go-hospital.pdf

(1)urgent more than 80%CO2 cut to stop the rise of more than 0.5℃(in the
average value).
In very coarse estimation by Suzuki,this is not impossible, however it could not help,but be
bitter life for people for the time being,however it is the bitter life that could accelerate
rapid,good and many inventions.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

(2)Urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering to stop Methane Catastrophe in the Ocean.
Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can!

2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,
produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic
for modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.
This type of cooling could be replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater
droplets when the technology is ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.
＊red characters are by author.
Note World military budget＝1.7

/ｙ,World Oil spending

26

/ｙ !!

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
⒝1 dimensional thick ice wall building intercepting Arctic sea warming(author).
The full area wide spreading is impossible and may be not necessary.Author has been
thinking of 1dimensional lines spreading at where necessary to stop ice melt invasion.
For an example,7000Km line would be accomplished 100 troops with each 70Km duty in
winter Arctic. Circle is an idea,other many variation would be possible.
minimum ice extent
in 2012
3.4million Km2.

The surrounding length might be about
＝2π(3.4x10^6Km^2/π)^(1/2)～7000Km..

70Km/troop＝7000Km/100troops.
It is sea water pumping & spreading for ice building
in sever cold winter operation.

The most danger area which needs urgent insolation input cut may be shallow as East
Siberian Arctic Shelf. Such area is most ice thin one.Something effective water spreading
strategy at that area is necessary.The fundamental idea of ice making by spreading water
is that spreading amount could make delay time in ice extent melting,which turn to make
earlier beginning of ice freezing toward more extent(also thickness) recovery in winter.
with TRUTH.
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

APPENDIX-1:2013 USA Inauguration Speech,by President Barack Obama.
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/02/12/state-of-the-union-2013-full-text-obamas-speech-f
ocuses-on-middle-class/

“Or we can choose to believe in the overwhelming judgment of science – and act before
it’s too late............................But if Congress won’t act soon to protect future generations,
I will. I will ,I will direct my Cabinet to come up with executive actions we can take, now and
in the future, to reduce pollution, prepare our communities for the consequences of climate
change, and speed the transition to more sustainable sources of energy.”
APPENDIX-2
If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it to
stand up straight?" -Eduardo Galeano
http://upsidedownworld.org/main/
APPENDIX-3
Mathew 5:37,
Let your word be "Yes,Yes,or"No,No:
anything more than this comes from the evil one.
On 2017/01/18 6:24, Union of Concerned Scientists wrote:
If the Trump administration and an emboldened Congress further attack scientists, misrepresent
science, or push legislation that cuts science out of existing public health and environmental laws,
we’ll be ready to fight back with your support.

On 2017/01/18 5:31, Catholic Climate Covenant wrote:
Scott Pruitt’s nomination raises many questions for those who care deeply about care of creation.
1) Denial of the scientific consensus that human produced greenhouse gas emissions cause
climate change.
2) Efforts to dismantle important EPA regulations and work with other states to sue the EPA
over the Clean Power Plan which would reduce carbon pollution.

PS:Attacks against Trump presidency at now is remarkable and threat.Then note they
entirely has been neglecting favorable their global policy,but accusing local and individual
matters only.People must be awaken against fake news by the established corrupted media.
This would be final chance to turn the upside down world.Their success or failure is
entirely up to us all !!.

